GateHouse SatCom Tester:
Taking satellite application
testing to new heights
– while on the ground

Growing dependency on digital solutions in the aviation industry has
demanded stronger and more effective satellite connectivity onboard
smaller airplanes, private jets or UCAVs. Today, all aircrafts rely on
satellite connectivity in order for systems, such as the navigation
system or onboard entertainment, to work correctly. At the same
time, safety standards for onboard equipment and applications have
never been more important, and there is no room for deficiencies in
aero systems.
This has increased the need for reliable test solutions to secure that
all systems onboard the aircraft using satellite connectivity interconnect properly and provide users a proper experience, no matter what
challenges the satellite link imposes. Testing with a satellite emulator
ensures that defects or bad user experiences caused by poor connections are found and fixed, while satellite applications also can be
tested under different and sometimes challenging link conditions,
where it is important with strong connectivity. With simulated challenges, where strong connectivity may be important.
In other words: It is crucial to test all satellite applications to guarantee the safety and performance of your onboard systems.
And now, we’ve made satellite application testing easier.
With GateHouse’s SatCom Tester, BGAN Application Tester, it is
now possible to test your satellite systems in safe conditions in the
hangar, which is both easier and much more cost effective. Our
state-of-the-art test solution is based on Inmarsat BGAN and provides a tool for thorough testing of applications in almost any possible scenario, which would be close to impossible to reproduce
on the live system. Not only does this save time and expenses, but
it also improves safety and time-to-market to the delight of future
end-users.
In this paper, we present five reasons why the SatCom Tester will
change the way you look at test of satellite applications.

1) Safety first.
System failure is not an
option in aviation
Safety is the uttermost important factor in aviation these days, and
therefore all systems and applications onboard manned or unmanned aircrafts must be thoroughly tested before they are integrated in the plane’s configuration. It is critical that all equipment is
compatible, while it at the same time must live up to a wide array of
requirements and standards.
The only way to ensure the performance of onboard equipment is
through meticulous testing that can detect flaws and deficiencies
that potentially harm the safety onboard.
The SatCom Tester’s emulated test solution allows satellite applications to be thoroughly tested in any possible condition. The testing solution allows you to test scenarios such as degradation, jitter,
congestion, beam handover, satellite switch, fading or service reject.
When errors are detected, our solution ensures precise re-testing
and correction until all systems work accordingly. Since the aircraft
does not have to leave the hangar with the SatCom Tester, all applications can be tested over and over again until they are all calibrated and well-functioning.
To sum up, the SatCom Tester identifies glitches in the satellite applications onboard before they have consequences for the safety
onboard.

2) Satellite terminals must
work in all conditions.
Reproduce any scenario with
the SatCom Tester
Well-functioning satellite links are crucial when planes are airborne.
When outside terrestrial areas, for instance over oceans, aircrafts
have no connectivity without contact to a satellite link. This means
that systems dependent on the satellite connectivity such as
navigation apps, FANS or ACARS cannot work, while the aircraft
is also reliant on external radar coverage. Therefore, all systems
onboard must be tested in all possible scenarios to make sure
applications also work under unfavorable conditions.
With the SatCom Tester, any in-air scenario can be reproduced although the aircraft remains in the hangar.
This allows you to test how applications respond to unpredictable
factors, such as loss of network connectivity or unfavorable weather
conditions. The unlimited testing at your disposal means you can
get to the root of errors and ensure the stability of the systems. Every test carried out assures the quality and performance of onboard
systems regardless of external factors.
At the same time, the SatCom Tester can be used for maintaining
your application to avoid degradation. This continuously secures a
high-level performance of all satellite systems – both when the sun
shines or when it rains.

3) Time is money.
Cut expenses with on-ground
testing
Test on the live system is an extensive affair, and it requires both
time and resources to test applications in certain situations, such
as handover or congestion. Furthermore, with almost every testing
solution the plane needs to be airborne to test comprehensively.
But not anymore.
GateHouse SatCom have paved the way for profound testing of
satellite systems and applications with the aircraft safe and sound
on the ground. Based on the newest technology, the SatCom Tester
makes it possible to reproduce any in-air scenario, without the plane
having to leave the hangar. This serves you with unlimited testing
time, while you save fuel, manpower and runway time. Furthermore,
you also have full access to your lab facilities during test, as you do
not need to move other lab equipment into the aircraft for in-flight
testing.
Quite simply, with the SatCom Tester, you can optimize your applications at less costs in a controlled environment. It saves time and
releases resources to re-tests and correction of errors in the system,
while safety is kept as an absolute first priority.

4) Choose the right
subscription from day one and
minimize data consumption
Most applications onboard planes require large amounts of data to
be transferred via the satellite link. Maintaining a strong connectivity
throughout the flight is imperative to ensure that data is transmitted
efficiently. If data consumption is not studied and optimized, a
satellite link can be a costly expense.
We know that different applications require different types of subscriptions.
With the SatCom Tester, it can be clarified which data subscription
solution suits the needs of your configuration. Based on the detailed
results, you will be able to adjust your subscription until you have the
performance and solution that suit your need.
The advanced testing solution allows you to inspect specific data
transmissions, which help identify parts of the systems that can be
optimized. This helps you adapt your systems, creating a lean and
well-configurated setup. Furthermore, it provides you with a tool to
examine how the user experience of your systems change with various subscription solutions.
The SatCom Tester can help you choose the right data subscription
and make excessive usage of data unnecessary.

5) Configuration is key to
safety and success
Satellite terminals work differently depending on the configuration.
So, while applications and components may seem to function perfectly fine individually, things can change for the worse when they
are put together in larger systems. And since safety is the number
one priority in aviation, it is important to secure the performance of
all components – regardless of the configuration.
The detailed testing mechanisms of the SatCom Tester verify that all
interrelated applications work together accordingly, which over time
prevent an application to potentially short the entire system. Our
in-depth advanced testing helps you asses every part of your configuration to make sure all systems perform precisely.
With SatCom’s on-ground testing, every application can be examined in detail to secure a well-operated configuration that puts the
chances of system failure to an absolute minimum, which enhance
the safety onboard. The emulator provides an environment that the
test team must use to build a realistic environment for examining
how the application behaves under certain conditions.

For more than a decade, GateHouse SatCom has provided the
satellite communications industry with a range of market-leading
software products and test solutions for commercial, government and
military use.
The common functionality across our test tools is the ability to create
a network-in-a-box. It lets you avoid an array of challenges proposed
by traditional on-air testing e.g. air-time costs, the unpredictability of
signals and the cost of travelling to on-site testing.
With a deep knowledge and understanding of global communications
infrastructures and platforms, GateHouse also offers consultancy
services for software, hardware and system integration.
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